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finite-differenceapproachcan be usedto solvethe generalcase; the analytical separationof
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NOMENCLATURE

•(x, z),
•(x, z),

Analytical
solutions

in layer 2.

Po,

slopes of various straight line
segments in generalized watertable configuration.
acceleration due to gravity.
permeability.
permeability of layer 1.
permeability of layer 2.
permeability of layer 3.
pressureat given point.
atmosphericpressure.

8,

lateral

•)z ,

velocity (flux) in x-direction.
velocity (flux) in y-direction.
velocity (flux) in z-direction.

Cl, C2, '''

Ck+l ,

K1,

Ks,
P,

X,

Xl, X2, ø''

Xk,

vertical coordinate direction.

Zo,

depth of basin.

Zl,

vertical

0

Ks(I,

J),

Kr(I,

J),

K(I, K, J),

nodal spacing in x-direction and
y-direction.
nodal coordinates of any point
(x, z) in two-dimensional field.
nodal coordinates of any point
(x, y, z) in three-dimensional field.
horizontal permeability between
node (I, J) and node (I + 1, J).
vertical permeability betweennode
(I, J) and node (I, J + 1).
permeability associatedwith node
(I, K, J); applies along 3 positive
axesfrom (I, K, J) to neighboring
nodes.

distance from z = 0 axis

l,

nodal spacingin z-direction.

•(I, J),
•(I, K, J),

h2/l•.
potential at node (I, J).
potential at node (I, K, J).
relaxation

factor.

INTRODUCTION

distance from z = 0 axis

to contact between layer 2 and
layer 3.
hydraulic potential.
hydraulic head.

density of water.

(t,K,Z),

(basal impermeableboundary) to
contactlayer betweenlayer i and
layer 2.
vertical

P,

(I, J),

table configuration.
Z,

hydraulichead at any point (x, z)
in layer 3.

h,

extent of basin.

horizontal coordinate direction.
horizontal distance from x =

•(x, z),

Numerical
solutions

axis (left-hand vertical impermeable boundary) to each break
in slope in the generalizedwater-

z2•

hydraulichead at any point (x, z)
in layer 1.
hydraulichead at any point (x, z)

In 1940, M. King Hubbert published his
classicpaper 'The Theory of Ground-Water
Motion.'In thispaperthe physicallawsgovern641
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ing the steady-stateflow of groundwaterwere
presentedfor the first time in their exact mathematical framework. At the same time a parallel
course,in which formal mathematicswas usedto
describeand predict transient hydrologicalphenomena, was being followed by many other
hydrologistsand applied mathematicians.The
fundamental differencebetween the two approaches,apart from the time factor, was oneof
scale.

Whereas

Hubbert

concerned

himself

mainly with the large-scaleregionaleffects of
his theory,workersin the transientfield usedthe
individual well as their unit of study. The immediate applicability of the latter studiesin the
determination of local aquifer conditions resuitedin a preoccupationwith the well and well
field throughout the period 1935-1960 and led
to the mathematical

solution

of almost all the

meaningful problems in well hydraulics.
In the 1960'sattention has again been turned

to the regionalsituation,with the groundwater
basin as the unit of hydrological study. The
analysisof regionalgroundwaterflow within a
basin can be carried out using field techniques,.
such as geochemicalcorrelation, piezometric
interpretation, and geobotanicalmapping [Meybo,o.m,
1963], or usingmodelingtechniques.One
of the most versatile modelingmethods is the
so-calledmathematical model, whereby exact
groundwater flow patterns are obtainedmathematically as solutionsto formal boundary value
problems.
Tgth [1962, 1963b] introduced this method
and obtainedsolutionsrepresentingflowpatterns
in a two-dimensionalsection through a homo-

effectson the groundwaterflow system of (1)
the configurationof the water table and (2) the
configurationand variation in permeability of
the underlyinggeologicalstrata.
ASSUMPTIONS

1. There

OF

STUDY

exists a three-dimensional

closed

hydrologic unit known as a groundwater basin
that containsthe entire flow paths followedby
all water rechargingthe basin. It is boundedon
the bottom by a horizontal impermeablebasement, on the top by the groundsurface,and on
all sides by imaginary vertical impermeable
boundariesrepresentingthe major groundwater
divides.The flow pattern within the basin may
be simple,involving only one rechargearea and
one dischargearea, or complex,involvingmany.
2. All

formations

above

the horizontal

im-

permeablebasementare permeable,and a reasonable estimate of any permeability contrasts
can be made.

3. The upper boundary of the saturated flow
system is the water table, whose configuration
is known. It will be consideredas an imaginary
surfacebeneath ground level at which the absolute pressureis atmospheric.
4. The position of the water table is steady;
that is, it does not fluctuate with time. This
condition correspondsto what is referred to in
the soil scienceliterature [Kirkham, 1958] as
the 'steady rainfall' case,or it might better be
termed the 'steady recharge' case.
In defenseof the above assumptions,a few
comments and amplifications are necessary.
The first two assumptionsimply that one need
not employ the terminology of 'confined' and
'unconfined'aquifers. All formationswithin the

geneousbasin for two separate water-table configurations.The actual formulasand quantitative
results that were developed by Tbth are restricted to the specificcasesthat he considered. basin have somepermeability,no matter how
The primary motivation for this study is to small. The conditions inferred by a 'confined'
extend this approach to more generalcases.The
aquifer automatically arise when a high perobjective is therefore to develop a suitable meability bed is overlainby onewith a permeamathematical model such that theoretical flow
bility that is many magnitudeslower.
patterns can be obtainedin a generalthree-diThe imaginary vertical boundariesneed not
mensional,nonhomogeneous,
anisotropicground- exist under every topographichigh; indeed,this

water basin with any water-table configuration. is one of the questionsto be investigated.It has
This study comparesanalytical and numeri- been found in the field, however,that the extent
cal solutions to the mathematical model that
of groundwater basins is controlled by major
has been developed.In subsequentreports,the topographicfeatures.The horizontalimpermearesultsof numericalsolutionsto a wide variety ble basementis a matter of convenience,
but,
of modeledsituationswill be presented.These where necessary,the caseof a slopingbasement
resultswill showthe qualitative and quantitative can be handled by introducing a wedge-shaped
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formationof very low permeabilityat the base The theory doesnot yield quantitatively transient configurations
of the flow pattern.... '
using'the mean positionof the
Knowledgeof the water-tableconfiguration
is I-Ie recommends
very important. In many loca.
tions, it will be watertable,the averageof that of manydry and
valid to assume that the water table follows the
wet seasons'as the upper boundary of flow.
of the model.

If either 1. or 2. is not true, then a successionof steady-statesshouldbe considered
to
this relationshipis doubtful, the water-table approachthe variability of the true situation.It
configurationmust be determinedindependently. may be necessaryto run severalmodelsof a
The assumptionthat the water table is the singlebasin, each with a differentwater-table
upper boundaryof flow is again a matter of con- configuration,representingthe fluctuating povenience.This approach has two distinct ad- sition of the water table with time. The numerivantages'(1) it is convenientin establishing
the cal solutionpresentedbelow is directly applicaupper boundary of the model, and (2) it is ble to such situations.
easilymeasuredin the field.
BASIS
OF iVI]ATI-IEiVI]ATICAL
iVI]0DEL
In the rigorousapproach,the entire saturatedunsaturated system should be considered as
The existenceof a three-dimensionalgroundcontinuous[Luthin and Day, 1955] and the water flow system implies the existence of a
ground surface should be used as the upper correspondingthree-dimensionalpotential field.
boundary of flow. The numerical solution pre- The field in this case is the groundwater basin.
sentedin this paper is applicableto sucha sys- The potential is the hydraulic potential [Hubtem, but onemusthave the variation of permea- bert, 1940]
bility with soilmoisturecontentin the two-phase
region. Such data are not often available, and,
topographic configuration.We recognizethat
this is not always the case,and, in areas where

since the thicknessof this air-water region relative to the total thickness of a groundwater
basin will normally be very small, we are assuming that the effects of this upper flow regime can be neglected.
The fourth assumption of a steady-state
water table is basic to this study and also the
most liable to criticism. It shouldbe thought of
as a case of dynamic equilibrium in which the
rechargeto the water table (and dischargefrom
the water table) is just the necessaryamount
to maintain it in its equilibrium position at
every point along its length and at all times.
Clearly, the assumptionis not rigorouslycorrect, but it can be defendedon the basisbf the
following'
1. For the regionalscaleof most investigations,
the differenceof a few feet between high water
and low water positionsof the water table will
have little effect on flow patterns.
2. The relative configuration of the water
table usually remains the same throughout the
cycle of fluctuations; that is, the high points
remain the highest and low points remain the
lowest.

Tdth [1963a], in reply to the objectionsof
Davis [1963], states' '... the theory gives the
long term average of the potential distribution.

(I, = gz +

dp//p

(1)

For liquids, this potential reducesto

(I) = gz q- (p -- Po)/P

(2)

where

(b = hydraulic potential at any point in the
field;
g = accelerationdue to gravity;
z = elevationof givenpoint abovea standard
horizontal datum;
p = pressureat given point;
p 0 = atmosphericpressure;
p = density of water.

The quantity • = q)/g is known as the hydraulic head and is measured

in feet of water

above a standard datum. Since • equals the
hydraulic potential divided by the constant g,
it, too, is a potential quantity and consequently
obeys all the laws of potential theory. It is
measuredin simple units that have geometrical

significance
in regionalgroundwaterflow. Hence,
• will be usedas the potentialfunctionthroughout this study.
We can write I)arcy's law for flow in the x-direction of an x, y, z coordinate system in a
nonhomogeneous
medium as
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•xxK(x, y, Z)•xx-}-•yyK(x, y,Z)•yy

WATI

+•

•(•, y,z)•

= o

(•)

which is the steady-state form of Richards'
equation [Richards, 1931]. For a saturated
homogeneous
medium, K is constant and (5)
reducesto Laplace'sequation

K2

(O••)/(Ox
• -'k (Oa)/(Oy
• q- (Oa•)/(Oz
• -- 0

K3

(•)
Fig. 1. A two-dimensional nonhomogeneous,isotropic physicalmodel.

v• = K(x, y, z) Oq•!Ox

(3)

where

vx
= velocity (flux) in x-direction;
K(x, y, z) = permeability;
•
= hydraulic head.

A two-dimensionalsection through a nonhomogeneousbut isotropic groundwater basin
is shownin Figure 1. Establishingan x-z coordinate systemin a similar but homogeneous
basin
would result in the mathematical

permeableboundaries,
we have O;o/Ox
-- 0 along
the vertical impermeableboundariesand O;o/Oz
-- 0 alongthe horizontalbase.

At any point on the water table, the pressure
is atmospheric,so that the secondterm in (2)

Similar expressions
can be written for flow in disappears.Therefore
the other two coordinatedirections.Equation 3
•I, -- gz
applies in isotropic mediums or in anisotropic
mediumswhere the principal axes of the per- or, in terms of the hydraulic head
meability tensor coincide with the coordinate
axes.

For steadyflow of an incompressible
fluid, the
equation of continuity takes the form

o•/o• + o•doy + O•z/Oz= o

(•)

Substituting the appropriate form of Darcy's
law (3) into (4) yields

model shown

in Figure 2. Since there is no flow acrossthe im-

(7)

• = z
(s)
The hydraulichead (our potentialfunction) at
any point on the water table is thus equalto the
elevationof the point abovethe standarddatum

(i.e., abovethe basalimpermeable
boundaryde-

notedby z = 0). The valuesof z, and thus
alongthe watertableare a functionof x, sothat

•-i-=0

•---•
=0
•x
(0,0)

•z =0
Fig. 2. A two-dimensionalhomogeneous,isotropic mathematical model.
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the boundary conditionalong the water table

algebraic expressionfor the line representing

can be represented
by ½ -- [(x), where[(x) is

the water table. In order that a two-dimensional

the equation of the water-table configuration.
sectionbe consideredrepresentativeof the basin,
There are severalmethodsof solvingboundary it must be taken perpendicular to the contours
value problems involving partial differential of the water table surface (i.e., parallel to the
equations. These methods can be divided into direction of slope of the water table).
two broad fields: analytical solutionsinvolving
2. Sinceanalytical solutionsto Richards'equathe classicapproachof formal mathematics;and tion are unknown,we are restrictedto the use
the numericalsolutionsusingthe finite difference of Laplace's equation. This restriction means
approach. Further development of the mathe- that we cannotconsiderthe generalnonhomomatical model will depend on the method of geneouscase of a permeability that varies consolution.

tinuously with the space variables. We can,

however, treat layered caseswhere the basin
ANALYTICAL
SOLUTIONS
consistsof 2 or more horizontalgeologicformaIn developingthe formal analytical method of tions having differentpermeabilities.Each geoand
solution,three further restrictionsto the mathe- logicalunit, however,must be homogeneous
matical model are necessary:
isotropicwith respectto permeability.
1. The method is restricted to two dimensions.
3. The availablemethodsof solvingLaplace's
The mathematical theory for the solution of equationare limited to regionsof regularshape.
boundary value problems in three dimensions We cannotsolvethe problemin the regionshown
is available,but in the caseof regionalground- crosshatched
in Figure 2, so that we must apwater flow it would necessitate representing proximate the crosshatched
region by a recthe two-dimensionalwater-table surface by an tangle. This approximationis accomplished
by
algebraicexpression
[ (x, y). This representation applyingthe boundarycondition½----•(x) along
wouldbe impossiblefor any realisticwater-table the uppersurfaceof a rectangleinsteadof along
configuration.If, on the other hand, we con- the line representingthe positionof the water
sider a two-dimensionalvertical sectionthrough table. It shouldbe noted that our problemis

the basin,the problemis reducedto findingan

specialin that the boundarycondition
T -- [(x)

Z

•'

f(x)

.•l =O LAYER
K,,•l I

•t

a•2
'•=0

a•=0

•- ,O

LAYER
KZ,•2 2
•2 s•3

K•-•
z --K:
•
8Z

'•x =0 LAYER
Ks,•$ 3

a_•=O
ax
a•,s= 0

(0,0)

Fig. 3.

Mathematical model for analytical method.

T

Zo
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(o•)/Ox • + (o•)/Oz • = o

where 0 • z • z2
ferring the potentialdistribution.•o-- •(x) onto
the upper surfaceof the rectangle,we have in subjectto
effectmade the regionof solutionconstant,but
o•a/Ox(O,•) = o
we may still represent any water-table config-

(15)

(16)

uration by varying •(x). This representation
o•/Ox(•, •) = o
(•)
ignoresthe small wedge of area that existsbetween the horizontalupper edgeof the rectangle
o•/Oz(x, o) = o
(•s)
and the true position of the water table. The
K, O•,/Oz(x, z,) = K• O•/Oz(x, z,)
(•9)
method is thus limited to regional slopesof a
few degrees.
•,(x, z,) = •(x,
(•o)
An analytical solution using the separation
of variables techniqueand subject to the above In layer 2, with permeabilityK•, • must satisfy
restrictionswill now be developed.The solution
(a•)/ax • + (o••,)!Oz • = o
applies to a two-dimensionalvertical section
through a groundwaterbasin with three horizonwhere z2 -• z-• z•
(21)
tal layers and a generalizedwater-table configand the boundary conditions
uration. It is, of course,possibleto develop a
solutionfor n layers,but the three-layercaseis
o•/Ox(O, •) = o
(•)
the logical limit to which analytical solutions
need be taken. The introduction

sive

would

amount

of

laborious

O,•2/Ox(s,
z) = 0

of more boun-

dary conditionswould only result in an excesmathematics

lead to solutions so cumbersome

and

that

(23)

as well as the four interlayer boundary conditions (12), (13), (19), and (20).
An expressionfor •(x) in boundary condition
14, which representsa generalizedwater-table
configuration,is

evaluationat enoughpointsto definea flow pattern might proveprohibitive,evenwith the help
of a digital computer.Numerical methodsoffer
a far more suitable method of tackling these f(x) --- Z0 + ClX
more complicatedproblems.
= Z0 + ClXl+ C2(X-The boundary value problem to be solved is
actually three interrelated problems (Figure
3). It is necessaryto obtain three separateexZo+ c•x• + c•(x• pressionsfor •o•,•o•.,
and •o•,representingthe hydraulic head in each of the three layers.
For layer 1, wherethe permeabilityis K•,
must satisfy the Laplace equation

for 0 _--<
x • xx
Xl)
for

x• < x •

x2

x•) + c•(x - x•)
for

x2 --• x =• xs

ß

((•2(•1)/0X2
+ (O2•I)/OZ
2 -- 0
where

z• -• z < Zo

= Zo+ c•x• + c•(x• - x•) + ...

(•)

and the boundary conditions

o•/Ox(O, z) = o
O(•l/(•X(,-•
, Z) = 0

for

(•o)
(•)

KI(C•I)/C•Z(X,Zl) = K 2 C•2/C•Z(X,
Zl)

(•)

•i(X, Zl) = •2(X, Zl)

(•3)

•1(x, ZO)-- l(X)

(•)

In layer 3, with permeabilityK3, we have

+ c•(x• - •_•) + c•+•(x - x•)
x• •

x •

s

(•4)
As shownin Figure 3, this expression
represents
a series of straight-line segments.The slopes
c•, c•, ß ß ß c•+• and the positions of x•, x•,
ß ß ß x• are arbitrary, so that any configuration
of straight line segmentscan be represented.
By choosingan appropriateseriesof straightline segments,one can representany water-table
configurationthat is likely to be encounteredin
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thefield.Wealsoapproximated
thecurvilinear
watertablessuchasTdth's[1963b]sinecurveand
obtainedpotentialpatternsthat wereidenticalwith his.

Applyingboundary
conditions
10 and11 to equation
9, boundary
conditions
22 and23 to equation21, andboundaryconditions
16, 17,and 18 to equation15 yields
q- Esinh---m•rx
ID coshm•rz
m•rz
1
•2(x z) = cos - IB cosh--•
Csinh---m = 0, 1, 2, .-.
•(x,z)

-- cos---8

•

8

mwx

•(x, z) = A cos

8

8

8

8

8

mwz

cosh---8

whereA, B, C, D, andE arearbitraryconstants.
By apply•gtheinterlayer
boundary
conditions
12,13,19,and20 to 25weobtainexpressions
for •, •, and• in termsof thesingle
arbitraryconstant

A

(/•i(X
Z)----A COS-cosh8 (V) q-sinhm•rz
(y)
•
8
8
> m = 0, 1, 2, --.
(W) q- sinhm7I'z
(V) 1
m7i'x
Icoshmwz

•(x • z) -- .4 cos--8

m 7r x

•(x,z)

= A cos

8

8

8

(26)

m 7rz

cosh

8

whereW, V, U, andY arefunctions
of m,z•,z•,K•, K2,Ks,ands andaredefined
below.Eachpotential expression
represents
aninfinitenumber
of solutions
corresponding
to thevalues
ofm = 0, 1,2,
ß ß ßSinceLaplaee's
equation
islinear,wemaysumthesesolutions
andapplyFourierseries
theory.
We candetermine
an expression
for thearbitraryconstant
An by applyingthefinalboundary
condition14,withf(x) represented
bythegeneralized
water-table
configuration
24.Thefinalsolution
is

> m=0,

where

1,2, ...

(27)
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Fig. 4. Mathematical model for numerical method.

Q = cosh(m•-zo/s)
(U) + sinh(m•-zo/s)
(Y)

represents the water-table configuration. The
lighter dashed lines within the field are the

Each of the expressions27 satisfiesLaplacc's plotted equipotentiallines. The direction of
equations and the appropriate boundary con- groundwaterflow is indicated qualitatively by
ditions. A detailed developmentof the mathe- the random flowlines shown. More of the details
matics is included in Freeze [1966].
It is, of course,possibleto reducethe general

of this problemwill be discussed
belowafter the
numericalsolutionshave been presented.

solutionto simpler cases.For example,letting
NUMERICAL
SOLUTIONS
Kx -- K• -- Ks in 27, we arrive at the solution
for the homogeneous
case, and the resulting
The three limitations placed on the matheexpressions
for •, •, and • are all identicalto matical model by the analytical solutionare all
one another. If we let the water-table configuration be a uniform slope above a homogeneous
basin, then k = 0 and c• = c•+• = c in (24).
The result is identical to that obtainedby T6th
[ 1962] for this case.
Equation 27 is the analytical solutionto the
two-dimensionalthree-layer problem with generalized water-table configurationand has been
programmedin Fortran IV languagefor solution
on a digital computer.The required input data
are the values of the parametersthat describe
the geometryand propertiesof the model. The
output is in the form of tablesof valuesof the

removed in the numerical method. Therefore,
it is possibleto obtain potential patterns for a
nonhomogeneous,
anisotropicbasin modeledin
two or three spacevariables.It shouldbe noted
that in the initial development (Equations 3,
4, and 5) and in the numerical derivation to
follow, the principal axes of the permeability

potential,e at a specifiednumberof pointsin
the field. In addition, a subroutinehas been
written, for useon an off-lineplotter, that contours the resultingvalues of .e and producesa

ent from the coordinate directions.
first the two-dimensional case.

plotted equipotentialnet. Complete details can
be found in Freeze [1966].
Figure 7A shows a solution obtained using
the analytical method. The heavy dashedline

tensor in the anisotropic case are assumed to
coincidewith the coordinateaxes.However, by
using the concept of the permeability tensor
ellipsoid [Liakopoulos, 1965], the numerical
method can easily be adapted to caseswhere
the principal directionsof anisotropyare differConsider

In any numericaltechniquefor solvinga partial differential equation, the continuum of
points (x, z) making up the field and its boundaries is replaced by a finite set of points
(x•, z•) arrangedin a grid over the region.The
partial differential equation 15that determines
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• (x, z) overthe fieldis thenreplacedby a finite
system of simultaneouslinear equations, one
equation for each meshpoint.This processis
known as discretization,and the resultingequations are finite-differenceequations.If a mesh
containingn nodesis used,the value of .• at
each of thesen points is determinedby the so-

= [•v(I, J) --•v(I-

1, J)]/h

(28)

= [•o(I -• 1, J) -- •v(I, J)]/h

(29)

[o(z + «,

lution of the system of n simultaneouslinear

finite-difference
equations.The resultingvalue • The first term of the two-dimensional Richards'
(x•, z•) for the meshpoint(x•, z•) is considered equation at the point A is then approximated
as a representative
value of ½ (x, z) for a small by
two-dimensionM
regionof nearby points (x, z) of
ß

the field.

z)

A regularrectangularmesh (Figure 4) is well
suited to the long shMlow groundwaterbasins
we wish to model. The mesh spacing is h in

8x
8x
the x-direction, and l in the z-direction. The
nodesare numbered:I = 1, I = 2,- ß ßI = H
(30)
in the x-direction; J = 1, J = 2,' ß ß J -- L
in the z-direction. A node is designatedby its Applying 28 and 29 to 30 and noting that by the
coordinates(I, J).
notationof F!gure5 the permeabilityat (I -Richards' equation 5 belongs to a class of •, J) is K•(I -- 1, J) and the permeabilityat
(I + %, J) is K•(I, J), we are led to
equations known as quasi-plane-harmonic
[Southwell, 1946]. Discretization of boundary
value problemsinvolving quasi-plane-harmonic
partial differential equationscan be carried out
using the usual finite-differenceapproximations
to the first- and second-orderpartial derivatives
h2
occurringin the equation. To develop the expression
for the potential• (I, J) at any interior
node (I, J) suchas A (Figure 4) we use the notation of the stencil shownin Figure 5 and the
following finite-differenceapproximations
Similarly, the secondterm becomes

(I, J + I)

Kv(I, J) - (I, J+

(I-I,J)

K (!-I J)

)

i

(I-%,J)

(I,J)

Kv(I,J-I)

(I,

Kx(i,j
) (I+l,J)
o
i

(I +%, J)

- ([, J-

J-I)

Fig. 5. Stencil for interior node usedin developmentof finite-differenceequation for
two-dimensional,nonhomogeneous,anisotropic case.
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these nodes. All nodes above the water table are

•c•(•, •-

•)k(•,

•) - •(•, •-

•)]

giventhe value• -- 0 and are excludedfrom the
iterative procedureusedto solvethe array of
finite differenceequations.All nodesbelow the
water table are given an initial estimated value

with which to begin the iterative procedure.
The possiblepresenceof a steep water table
as shown at C in Figure 4 necessitatesthe deSubstituting31 and 32 into the two-dimensional velopmentof anotherfinite differenceexpression.
The standard5-point formula (34) is not appliform of Richards' equation and solving for •
(I, J) gives the finite-differenceapproximation cablesincethe point (I -- 1, J) lies abovethe
of • at the node (I, J)
water table and • (I -- 1, J) has been arbi-

•) - •(•

_ Kv([,
J)[•o(/,
Jl•-•- '

{ K.(I-

•)]

(32)

1. J).f([ -- 1. J) + K.(I. J)e(I + 1. J)
+ ,•ZC•.(•r.: -- •)•.(2r.Z -- •) + ,•ZC•.(•r.Z)v(•r. Z + •)}

•(•, :) =
where a -- h2/l•

For the homogeneous
casewith a squaremesh,
33 reducesto the standard 5-point formula. In
this case,h -- l, a -- 1, and letting K,,(I -- 1, J)
-- K,,(I, J) -- Kv(I, J1) -- Kv(I, J)we
have

(33)

trarily set equal to zero. For this situation the
Mikeladze formula for the improvement of
boundaryvaluesis used [Pane•v,1963]. The resulting expressionfor a square mesh and a
homogeneousmedium is

,•(I, J) = •a [S,•(I -- «, J) + 4,•(I + 1, J)

•(I, J) = I[•(I
+e([,

J--

-- 1, J) + e(I + 1, J)
1) +e(I,

J+

1)]

+ 3{•o(/, d + 1) + •o(I, J -- 1)}]
(34)

(36)

where by symmetry

The finite-differenceexpressionsfor nodes on •(Z -- «, & = «k(•, •+
•)
.
an external boundary must satisfy both Richd-•(I•, J- •)]
(37)
ards' equation and the boundary conditionsat
that point. To satisfythe boundaryconditionof
One can develop similar finite-differenceexno flow acrossthe impermeableboundary at B
pressions for three-dimensional studies. The
(Figure 4), we imaginean imagenodea distance mathematical model for the three-dimensional
l belowB, suchthat the value of • at the image caseis a nodal array with a meshspacingof h

node equalsthe value of • at the upper node
in the stencil.The finite differenceequationbecomes

•(•. •)=

in the x and y directionsand a meshspacingof
l in the z direction.In plan (i.e., lookingdown
from aboveat any x-y plane) the modelmay

{K.,(•r- •. :)•.(•r- •. :)+ K.,(•r. :)v(•r+ •. :)+ 2,•K•.(•r.:)•.(•r.: + •)}
{ KH(I-

1, J)d- Ku(I, J)d-2ozKv(I, J)}

(35)

Similar expressions
can be developedfor points
on the vertical impermeableboundariesand at

approximate any arbitrary areal extent of a

the corners.

case,the modelis boundedon all sidesby vertical impermeableboundariesand at the baseby
a horizontalimpermeableboundary.The values
of the potential (expressed
as the head of water
above the basal datum) along the water table
are inserted in the appropriatenodesto ap-

The fourth boundary of the region is the
water table. Its configurationis approximated
by a series of straight-line segmentsjoining
the nodesnearest to the actual position of the
water surface (Figure 4). The known values of

groundwater basin. As in the two-dimensional

• (i.e., tl•e elevationof the water table above proximate the position of the water-table surthe basaldatum) are insertedinto the systemat face. The stencil shown in Figure 6 is for an

RegionalGroundwater
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meshfor nonhomogeneous,
isotropic
Fig. 6. Stencilfor interior nodein three-dimensional
medium.

interior nodein a nonhomogeneous
but isotropic
medium.The permeabilityK(I, K, J) associated
with any node (I, K, J) is assumedto apply
along the three positive axes extendingfrom
(I, K, J) to its neighboringnodes.The finite

p(I, J) ©
govt.

J)

for nth iteration'

;v(I, J)(•)

= value of •(I, J) obtained
from finite difference equa-

tion such as (33), (35), or
(38) for nth iteration;

differenceequation is

It is a simplestep to adapt (38) to the anisotropic case,with six differentpermeabilityvalues surrounding(I, K, J).
The system of simultaneous,linear, finitedifferenceequationsmay be solved using an
iterative technique and the digital computer.
Forsytheand Wasow [1960] providean excellent developmentand discussion
of the available
iterative methodsof solution.Fayers and Sheldon [1962] have consideredthe variousmethods in terms of their applicability to the study
of the hydrodynamics
of geologicbasins.They

---corrected value of •(I,

corrected
valueof ;v([,J)
for previousiteration;
relaxationfactor, 1 < w < 2.

Severalauthors[Young,1954;Forsytheand
Wasow,1960;FayersandSheldon,
1962]have
discussed
the problemof choosing
the optimum
value of the relaxationfactor •o.Unfortunately,
there is no known method of arriving at the

valuefor an ellipticpartialdifferential
equation

with mixedboundaryconditions
andan irregular
region.Trial and error, however,have shown
rate of conrecommend using the extrapolated Liebmann that •o -- 1.85 givesa reasonable
vergencefor the problemat hand.
method of successive overrelaxation. In this
When usinga gradedmeshinvolvingseveral
method[McCrackenand Dom, 1964] the value
sizes
of nodes,we were not alwaysable to deof • (I, J) obtainedfrom the finite-difference
termine
the optimumvalue of •o.In many such
expression
is overcorrected
as follows:
problems
theiterativeprocedure
diverged
unless
½o
was
set
equal
to
1.0
(the
so-called
Gauss-Seidel
z)
=
method).Young[1954]provides
a detaileddisq- (1 --w)g(I, J)(•;TJ.
)
(39) cussionof the propertiesnecessaryfor concorr,

where

•

vcrgencc.
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Fig. 8.

Water-tabletopography
for three-dimensionM
modelof Old Wives Lake sub-basin
near Assiniboia,Saskatchewan,
Canada.

Figure7B shows
a solution
for a regionalrelatively more permeablelayer in

the middle.

groundwater
problem
obtained
by thenumerical The assumedwater-table configurationmight

method.
Thedetails
of thecomputer
programsresult from a compositetopographyconsisting
usedin obtaining
thissolution
andmanyother of a major valley,a gentleconstantslope,and

numerical solutionsare included in Freeze hummockyterrain in the upstreamportionof
[1966].

the basin.
COMPARISO/g OF AAIALYTICAL AND
AIU 1V•ERI CAL AIETI-IODS

The diagramsare true scale and dimensionless,i.e., all dimensions
are givenas fractionsof
's,' the total lengthof the basin.The depth of

The analyticaland numericalmethodsde- the basinis about 8% of the length,and the
scribedaboveare taken from two different averageslopeis just under 1ø. The permeabilibranches
ofmathematics.
In theanalytical
solu- tiesshownfor eachlayer are alsodimensionless,

tion,thetheory
of partialdifferential
equationsbecauseit is the permeabilityratio that controls

and Fourierseriesis used;in the numericalthe potentialfield.The rectangularapproxima-

method,recourse
is madeto the field of numericalanalysis.
The methods
are thereforeen-

tion was usedin obtainingthe analyticalsolution (Figure 7A) but not in the numericalsolu-

tirelyindependent.
A high-speed
digitalcom- tion (Figure7B). The directionof groundwater
puteris,of course,
required
in bothmethods,flow is indicatedby randomflowlines.A com-

but thenatureof theusageis different
in each plete flownet,havingquantitativesignificance,

case.

couldbe constructed
by drawingthe flowlines

An example
of a matched
analytical
andnu- orthogonalto the equipotentiallinesin sucha

merical solutionto the same two-dimensionalway that they form curvilinearsquaresin the

problem
isgivenin Figure7.Thisisa hypothet- K ----1 layersand elongatedrectangles(due to
ical crosssectionacrossa nonhomogeneous
the law of refraction)in the K -- 10 layer.
groundwater
basininvolving
threelayerswitha

The resultsare qualitativelyidentical,al-
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though the closer approximation to the true

infinite serieswhich, when programmedfor the
computer,must be representedby a finite num-

flow pattern shownin Figure 7 can be made in
terms of the distribution of rechargeand dischargeareasalongthe surfaceof the water table
(and thereforealong the groundsurface), the
depth and lateral extent of the componentsubbasinsin the regionoverlainby hummockyterrain, and the degreeto which the zoneof higher
permeability acts as a major conductor of
groundwater.The full hydrogeologic
significance

ber of terms. A small truncation

of this solution and other solutions will be the

basin inherent in the numerical method results

in slight quantitative differencesin the upstream
half
minor

of the basin. Another reason for these
deviations lies in the nature of the con-

vergenceinherent in eachmethod. In the analytical solution, the result is in the form of an

error is thus

introduced.In the numericalmethod,the iterative procedureconvergesto a solution.It, too,
must be truncated when an acceptabletolerance
has been reached.Therefore, a slight error due
to incompleteconvergence
is always introduced.
An interpretationof the regionalgroundwater

topic of future papersin this series.
An exampleof the applicationof the numerical method to a three-dimensionalproblem is
shown in Figures 8 and 9. The area studied is
a sub-basin of the Old Wives Lake

internal

drainagebasin near Assiniboia,Saskatchewan,

D'

E'

F'

I

I

i

,'
4001

feet oJ..
miles

Fig. 9. Cross-sectional
potential plots from three-dimensionalmodel. Permeability of lower
layer is 50 times thai;of upper layer. K• -- 20 Kv in both layers.
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Canada.The water-tableconfiguration
for this
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It is clear that this number of nodes is not

sufficientto representcomplicatedwater-table
or complexgeological
configuraconformto the topographyand is shownin topographies
tions for large basins.One approachto such
Figure 8.
A nonhomogeneous,
anisotropic
modelwasre- situationsis to selectan appropriateseriesof
quiredin additionto this complexwater-table vertical crosssectionstaken parallel to the ditopography.
The stratigraphywassimplifiedto rection of the dip of water table and to set up
two layersabovean impermeable
basement.
A a seriesof two-dimensionalmodels.Of course,if
area has been found from field observation to

network of 6250nodeswasused (25 X 25 x 10).

one. has accessto some of the newer computers

The permeabilityof the lowerlayer of constant with significantlylarger core storage or to machineswith auxiliary disk storage,then threethickness was taken to be 50 times that of the
upperlayer,whichis of variablethickness.
In dimensionalprogramscan be written that will
the first analyses,
eachlayerwasassumed
to be overcome the above limitations.
CONCLUSIONS
isotropic,
but the resultsdid not agreewith field
observation.

It is our conclusionthat the numerical method

A solution that did give good agreementwas

has severaldistinctadvantagesover the analytfinallyobtainedby usinghorizontalpermeabili- ical method in solving mathematicalmodels
ties 20 times the vertical in both layers. The re- for groundwaterbasins:
sults of the numerical solution for this aniso-

1. The three restrictions of the analytical

tropiccaseare shownin the formof sixvertical methodare all removed: (a) the true shapeof
crosssectionson Figure 9. Three of thesecross the field may be representedto a very close
sections(AA', BB•, CC') run in an east-west approximation.
Thereis nolimit onthe regional
direction,andthe otherthree (DD', EE', FF•) water-table slope,becauseno rectangularaprun north-south(seeFigure 8). The pointsat proximation
is required.(b) Richard'sequation
which these crosssectionsintersect one another andLaplace's
equationarehandledin an identiare also indicatedon Figure 9. These results cal fashion. The numerical method is thus capademonstrate the usefulness of numerical meth-

odsin elucidating
the complex
flowpatternsthat
can arise in groundwaterstudies.

ble of treating the general nonhomogeneous
anisotropiccase.(c) It is possibleto construct
three-dimensionalmodels representingground-

In general,flowlinesand equipotentiallines water basins.
will not meetat right anglesin anisotropiccases
2. The numerical solution is general. Only
[Liakopo.ulos,
1965] or in caseswherethe re- one mathematical derivation is necessaryto desults are representedon diagramswith an ex- signa computer
programthat canhandleany
aggerated
verticalscale[Van Everdingen,
1963]. water-tableconfiguration
and any geologic
conCaution must therefore be exercised in the de-

lineation of flow patterns using potential nets
obtained from the solution of mathematical

models.In Figure 9, for example,the vertical
exaggeration
is 20 to 1. It wouldhaveto be re-

figuration.
The analyticalmethod,on the other
hand,requires
a separate
mathematical
derivation for eachchangein the model.In addition,
the mathematics involved in the numerical

methodis far simplerthan that usedin the

ducedto 4.47 to 1 (x/K,,/Kv = 4.47) before analytical method.
3. For simplecases,the computertime is
approximately
the samefor eithermethod.As
the complexityof the problemincreases,
however,thecomputer
timesinvolved
in theanalytical solutionsincrease,whereasthose for the
type of solutionthat can be obtained.Our ap- numericalprogramsremain more nearly con-

flowlinescouldbe constructedorthogonalto the
equipotential lines.
In theory, it is possibleto representany
groundwater basin by a three-dimensional
mathematical model. Figure 9 illustrates the

proachwas limited by usingcomputerprograms
that worked entirely within the core storage
of an IBM 7094 having 32,000 cells.Using this
machine,we were limited to 7500 nodes,which
restricted the three-dimensional model to a network of 25 X 25 X 12 nodes.

stant.

4. Rcmso.n½I al. [1965] have noted that
a greatadvantage
of the finite-difference
digital computerapproach
is that it is compatible
with machine oriented methods of data stor-

age and retrieval.
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They further state their belief that
machine oriented storage will eventually be
usedfor most types of groundwaterdata. It is
likely that groundwaterinvestigatorswill have
libraries of programscapable of achieving certain types of solutions. It will be necessary
only to take the data deck or tape for a given
aquifer and the suitable program to a nearby
computer to achieve a solution.
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